




HERITAGE ROW PUD and HERITAGE ROW PUD REVISED 
Project Comparison Noting Changes 

 
Heritage Row PUD                                                                                        Heritage Row Revised PUD 
 
Number of Units             79                                                                                      76 
 
Number of Bedrooms:   154 bedrooms.                                                                 147 bedrooms 
 
Unit Sizes:         12 efficiency apartments  (15%)                                       12 efficiency apartments (16%)  
                             9 one bedroom apartments (12%)                                     9 one bedroom apartments (12%) 
                            43 two bedroom apartments (54%)                                  41 two bedroom apartments (54%) 
                            14 three bedroom apartments (18%)                                13 three bedroom apartments (17%) 
                              1 five bedroom apartment (1%)                                        1 five bedroom apartment (1%) 
 
Affordability:    18% designated as affordable at 80% of AMI         15% designated as affordable; (5 units at 50% of AMI, 
       (14 units at 80% of AMI)     6 units at 80% of AMI) 
 
Building               Maximum height of all new buildings shall be               One floor will be removed from South Building .Maximum  
Heights:               restricted to:                                                                     height of South Building shall be restricted to: 
                              38.625 feet parapet height with the exception of            30.625 feet parapet height with exception of       

            39.625 feet at the west elevation-stairwell parapet         31.625 feet at the west elevation-stairwell parapet  
            37.375 feet at the east elevation only                              29.375 feet at the east elevation only 

                                                                                                                       North and Center Buildings remain unchanged 
 
Energy and     Energy Star Certified, including specific insulation             New buildings on.site will be Certified LEED using 
Environ-          and other benefits.                                                                 2009 standards for New Construction 
mental Design:                                                                                                         
  A renewable energy source used as primary energy              LEED Energy and Atmosphere Credit shall be achieved. 
  Source for the building. Included possible purchase   Allows same renewable energy source use, but with  
             of renewable energy produced off-site   certification consistent with LEED program. 
 
Architectural Design of Seven Existing Buildings: 
  
 Windows, siding, doors, architectural accents restored to Sec. Any new materials must maintain same dimensions 
 Interior standards; these features removed after Planning  and historic appearance.  Retain all architectural 
 Manager consultation        details and accents unless approved by City’s Planning    
                                                                                                                        Manager 


